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Abstract—Massive growth in areas like social networks and
cyber physical systems pushes the need for online analytics
of high velocity graph structured data streams. Its intrinsic velocity and volume challenges existing graph processing
frameworks like Google Pregel and traditional stream processing systems. Consequently we need a shift in the way these
systems are design and design new data and execution modes,
and architectures. In this paper we propose and position a new
analytical model for processing high velocity graph structured
streaming data while providing an architecture and discussing
some research challenges that need to be addressed before it
can be accomplished. A couple of motivating use cases are
mapped to the model and architecture are also discussed.
Keywords-graph streams;graph analytics; time series; elastic
architectures; data models;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The term Big Data was first referenced in 1997 by Cox
and Ellsworth [1] and was used to refer to large data sets that
do not fit the main memory or local disk. Even before that
physical sensors or monitoring software were employed to
gather data from various sources ranging from astronomical
surveys and DNA sequencing to traffic monitoring and social
networking. Gartner [2] defines Big Data as data having
large volume, variety and velocity, although some have
added other vs such as veracity to it. Due to the nature of
the gathered datasets research in the past decades was more
focused on the volume aspect. The current rate at which
information from social media or cyber-physical is gathered
brings velocity to the table. Many applications dealing with
this kind of streaming data require real-time processing, e.g.,
threat prevention and real-time optimization. High velocity
data processing systems Twitter Storm [3] and Amazone
Kinesis [4] were introduced as a result of this.
Much of this Big Data streams exhibit structural patterns
which can be naturally modeled as graphs – e.g., social
media like Twitter or Facebook; road network traffic; smart
grid power grid and customer network. Current systems,
be they vertex (e.g., Pregel [5]) or subgraph (e.g., GoFFish
[6]) centric are designed to deal with volume and variety.
Currently however their is an increased need to process
these high velocity data streams in real-time based on online
model which notifies applications on occuring complex
events within the graph structure. These can help users
and applications in optimization decisions by investigating
possible causality patterns between the detected patterns,

and by taking pro-active decisions on possible upcomming
events – e.g., social network evolution based information
coming from the Semantic Web and social networks; road
network monitoring and traffic optimization; power management optimization in smart grids. The real-time constraint
combined with a varying input rate and volume for the
data streams brings to the table the need to elastically scale
the execution/storage platform so that costs are minimized
and the time constraint is satisfied. To date no suitable
models for streaming graph processing in distributed elastic
environments exist.
Real-time streaming graph processing requires an asynchronous push-based model designed for scalable architectures. In this way users: (1) do not have to explicitly
check for events at specific time stamps, instead they use
a continuous query language based on a publish-subscribe
model; (2) the real-time constraint of minimizing the lateness of each event detection is achieved through graph
aware online scaling; and (3) analytics on each job can run
asynchronously with respect to the other jobs.
In this position paper we take a look at the main issues
that arise in designing a platform for pro-active analysis of
streaming graphs. In our context these graphs are defined as
time-evolving graphs with a fast update rate of their vertices,
edges and associated attributes. To better understand the
challenges we first look at a possible model for this class
of graphs and sketch out a platform architecture (cf. Sect.
III). As seen in Sect. II no current system offers the full
model and software stack to deal with these kind of graphs.
While we make no assumption on the underlying platform
the elastic nature of the applications makes it ideal for
modern scalable infrastructures such as clouds. The model
and architecture are mapped on a series of use-cases in order
to prove their validity.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
• we propose and discuss a novel pro-active push-based
analytic model for processing streaming graphs;
• we present a distributed scalable architecture that will
enable such a model and discuss its main components;
• we propose a continuous query language called CGQL
(Continuous Graph Query Language) for pro-active
graph stream processing that enables users to perform
real-time graph analytics without having to deal with
the underlying graph structure or distributed system;

finally, we identify a series of research challenges that
arise from the above and related to: scalability, data
partitioning, memory representation and storage, execution model, and translation between abstract CGQL
and concrete graph queries.
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows:
Section II gives an overview of existing related work and
its limitations for real-time streaming graph analytics; Sects.
III and IV deal with the proposed model and architecture;
Sect. V discusses CGQL; Sect. VI presents several usecases based on the proposed model and maps them on the
envisioned architecture; Sect. VII depicts the challenges set
out by the future research directions; and finally Sect. VIII
summarizes the main key-points of this research.
•

II. R ELATED W ORK
Graph analytics and mining gained a lot of traction in both
research and industry in the last few years due to rapid
development in areas like social/communication networks
and computational biology. Even though lot of work has
been done on graph processing and management applying
them in emerging domains such as real-time Big Data
analytics becomes a challenge due to the volume, velocity,
variety and veracity of the data [7].
Large scale graph mining. Processing of large scale graphs
is a well studied problem. Both parallel and distributed
algorithms have been developed for large scale graph processing. Due to the massive expansion of the web and social
networks, large scale graph mining regained its momentum
in last few years. With the introduction of Map Reduce
framework [8] efforts have been made to come up with large
scale graph processing frameworks which runs on commodity clusters and clouds, e.g., Google Pregel [5], Trinity [9],
Pegasus [10], GraphLab [11]. All of these frameworks focus
on large scale static graphs and not streaming graphs.
Time evolving graphs. Some graphs like social/communication networks exhibit evolving characteristics over time.
Managing and processing these dynamic graph-structured
data started to get some attention in the research community
[12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20]. Time evolving graph processing can be categorized into two ways:
processing of graph snapshots, and processing of graph
updates. In [12] [13] snapshots of time evolving graphs are
created. Incremental algorithms and parallel algorithms and
approaches mentioned in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20].
Our approach is to combine both in different phases of the
process. For in-memory fast event detection in time evolving
graphs we use incremental and distributed algorithms which
process the unprocessed updates to the graph. We also create
and persist temporal snapshots for offline batch processing
of time evolving graph data.
None of the existing techniques work on fast complex
event detection in large scale time evolving graphs and they
do not consider attribute changes of the graph components

(vertices and edges) to do the analytics. We believe these
to be important factors when it comes to social/interaction
graph analytics. Another major difference is the targeted
platform. The algorithms and methods proposed in [14] [15]
[16] [17] [18] [19] [20] rely on high performance shared
memory machines which can store the graph in-memory.
We target cloud platforms due to their inherit elasticity. As
a result, our work involves the development of distributed
algorithms and models, some of which being possible extensions (that support attribute changes) of existing parallel
algorithms [15] [18].
Dynamic graph re-partitioning. Graph partitioning is a
well studied problem in parallel graph processing area.
The main idea is to assign vertices/edges in a graph to
different parallel graph processing workers to minimize the
communication between workers [21].
After the introduction of iterative graph processing programming models like Google Pregel [5] and its successors
the problem of dynamically re-partitioning the graph has
been studied [22]. Current studies on this problem is only
done on static graphs where to the best our knowledge no
prior work has been done for doing dynamic re-partitioning
of time evolving graphs.
Complex event processing. Data stream processing systems
are getting traction due to increase popularity and usage
of sensor systems, social media streams, etc. As a result,
we notice new emerging systems for handling this high
data velocity [4] [3]. Data stream processing systems focus
on doing calculations on the data streams [23]. SQL like
languages have beeen proposed and implemented to input
complex event matching queries, e.g., SASE and RAPIDEEPL [24]. To the best of our knowledge, no system has
been proposed to enable complex event processing on time
evolving graphs which consider graph updates as events.
Here the challenge lies in managing and processing the large
underlying graph state to detect events. Where in existing
CEP systems this state is very small and can be fit into the
main memory of a single machine.
Graph queries and query languages. The relational
database model was the de facto method for storing enterprise application data in a decade back. But relational
model and SQL do not have enough native support to
efficiently represent and query graph structured data. With
the increasing popularity of XML, social networks and the
ontologies, graphical query languages and graph data management systems have become a need. Examples of proposed
graph query languages include GraphQL [7] GraphLog [25]
and GraphDB [26].
To our best knowledge all the existing graph query models
are based on a data pull model where user executes a
query one time to pull the matching results. We believe
that due to the fast changing nature of the targeted graphs,
there is a need for push based query model which will
continuously push matching complex events to the users

once they mention the graph patterns they are interested in.
Some work on defining and detecting events in time evolving
graphs [12] has been done, but it does not provide a general
query model for providing these event patterns.
Concluding, based on our analysis of related work, none
of the existing solutions offers a suitable model – at data,
execution and query levels – for enabling large scale proactive real-time analytics of streaming graphs.
III. P ROPOSED M ODEL
Previous work [13] has defined streaming graphs as an
unbounded sequence of graph instances taken at discrete
time steps. We argue that this approach induces too much
overhead in terms of storing the entire graph structure and
creating efficient indexes to access the data. Instead we
propose a novel approach in which a graph stream contains
only the update information not the topology or attribute
information. The topology with its semantics will be built
at runtime by processing the events generated in the stream.
A. Streaming Graphs
Graphs with attributes or Attributed Relational Graphs
(ARGs) as named in domains like image processing [27]
can be used to model graph structured data similar to what
we find in social and communication networks. These graphs
can be seen as an extension to traditional graphs by enabling
vertex and edge attributes.
Formally and ARG GA = (V, E, AV , AE ), where
V, E, AV , AE represent the set of vertices, edges, and vertex and edge attributes respectively. The vertex and edge
attribute sets are defined as A(V ) = {id, α1 , ...αm }, and
A(E) = {id, β1 , ...βn }, where id is a time invariant unique
identifier and αk , βk represent name value pairs.
Given an ARG we define a graph stream as an unbounded
sequence of updates to GA : S = {δ1 , ..., δn , ...}, where an
update δi can be any of the following:
S
• vertex addition (+v): V = V
{v};
• vertex removal (-v): V = V \ {v} ∧ AV = AV \ {ai :
i.id = v.id ∀i ∈ V };
S
• edge addition (+e): E = E
{e};
• edge removal (-e): E = E \ {e} ∧ EV = EV \ {ei :
i.id = e.id ∀i ∈ E};
S
• vertex attribute addition (+av ): AV = AV
{av };
• vertex attribute removal (-av ): AV = AV \ {av };
S
• edge attribute addition (+ae ): AE = AE
{ae };
• edge attribute removal (-ae ): AE = AE \ {ae }.
Without loosing generality we consider an update on a
graph to be instantaneous, i.e., δk is dimensionless. This
allows us to define fine grained events that take place on
graph streams which are used in graph-oriented analytics to
determine application specific time evolving patterns.
In practice we extract these types of graph streams from
online social media like Twitter [28] and Friendfeed [29].

We define a Streaming ARG (SARG) as an ARG that
(t)
evolves over time under the effect of S: GA = f (GA , S).
B. Elastic Buffer
The high velocity nature of graph streams and the realtime processing constraint requires us to develop optimized
data structures for storing only the most relevant information
for online processing. For this we define elastic streaming graph buffers, B ts →te = {δ (ts ) , ...δ (ts +1) , ..., δ (te −1) },
where the length of the buffer is variable and equal to
te − t. These buffers contain the latest most relevant stream
data. Due to memory and performance issues these buffers
cannot extend indefinitely in the past, therefore we define
periodic checkpoints based on the stream rate and volume
and not only on time intervals. This allows us to define
both a spatial and a temporal based snap-shooting policy:
Lti →ti+1 = f (λti →ti+1 , DV ti →ti+1 ), where λti →ti+1 represents the input rate, DV ti →ti+1 is the data volume, and
Lti →ti+1 is the buffer length.
Given a checkpoint the buffer contains only information
from that particular checkpoint onward. The buffer is the
centerpiece of our model as we can use it to perform Iterative Asynchronous Bulk Parallel (ItABP) graph analytics,
online graph repartitioning and resource scaling to efficiently
process these analytics in real-time.
C. Graph Instances
A graph instance Gt is a checkpoint performed on a graph
at a given time. The set of instances produces a discrete time
series Gt∞ = {G(1) , ..., Gt , ...} taken over t. A transition
from one instance to another – i.e., the difference Gti −Gti+1
– can be represented by the SARG function applied inside
the interval [ti , ti+1 ]: f (Gti , S ti →ti+1 ). Figure 1 shows
an example of three consecutive instances and the buffers
associated with each transition.
D. Towards Fast Pro-active Analytics on Streaming Graph
We propose a novel pro-active graph analytics model
which processes graph streams and continuously pushes
results to the user in form of events named Complex Graph
Events (CGE). We differentiate CGE from low level graph
events stored in the buffer. As shown in Fig. 2 the platform
processes the buffer based on the stream and user query and
emits CGEs. As an example we assume an input stream
of social network feeds and a user query for determining
the evolution of a given user’s friend social network. the
system At a platform level the query is translated into
graph specific language where the user’s social network
is equivalent to a connected components, and whether or
not two users are connected through a path is determined
through a reachability change between their corresponding
vertices. The platform will monitor the evolution of the
reachability between vertices and emit corresponding events.
These low level CGEs will be mapped back to the query
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semantics and the user will see in real-time how the targeted
social network evolves.
As mentioned we rely on the buffer to handle the input
stream for fast processing. The buffer stores only those
updates arriving after the last graph instance snapshot. In
Fig. 3 St is the latest snapshot taken at time t. In a normal
scenario a user will input a query to continuously monitor
an event within either a specified time frame [qs , qe ]
or continuously ([qs , ∞)) until a cancellation query is
dispatched – note that qs < t is possible. Based on the
buffer data, the user query, and possibly on one or more
snapshots if the time frame starts in the past, the platform
will emit CGEs in real-time. Four cases are possible:
• qs ≥ t: the platform processes both the buffer and
the information present in the snapshot Gt or a query
specific index created at time t;
• qe ≤ t: the platform processes only the information
stored in the graph instances taken in the specified
time frame. This is the usual case of batch processing
frameworks like Pregel [5] or GoFFish [6];
• qs < t and qe > t: this case combines both real-time
and batch analytics. Two processes are created for each:
one job will detect complex events for the duration of
[qs , t) by relying on graph instances, and the other will
continuously detect events in the [t, qe ) time frame.
Given a query time τ the real-time constraint of our
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model requires that the lateness of our detection events is
minimized:

P
min (Dτi − Cτi ) ∀τi > τ
τi
(1)
D < q
∀τi ≤ τ
τi
e
where Dτi represents the time when event τi is detected
and
P Ci is the actual time the event was triggered. Ideally
(Dτi − Cτi ) → 0 ∀τi > τ .
τi

IV. P ROPOSED A RCHITECTURE
To better understand the challenges posed by enabling
pro-active streaming graph analytics we present in this
section a possible scalable software architecture to address
the problem. Figure 4 gives an overview of its modular
design. We only provide the high level details of the system. Modeling and algorithmic details related to dynamic
repartitioning and the ItABP are out of the scope of this
paper.
The architecture is based on a publish subscribe mode in
which users subscribe to specific CGEs by issuing Complex
Graph Queries (CGQs) (cf. Sect. V). These are processed
by the different modules as depicted next and the results
are published and placed under corresponding topics for
users to access based on their subscription. In this way we
enable pro-active streaming graph analytics so that users do
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not have to explicitly ask for CGEs but instead they are
automatically notified of their occurance.
The communication between the various modules is based
on message queueing systems such as RabbitMQ 1 .

The Buffer Manager is responsible for storing the current
graph event buffer and distribute it to the corresponding
workers based on data and query locality. It is also communicates to the Usage Monitor information about the stream
rate and volume. The Usage Monitor later aggregates the
data and sends it to the Graph Instance Snapshooter which
performs dynamic repartitioning for the next graph instance,
and also to elastically scales the Workers.

which these snapshots are created as well as the repartitioning process are based on information provided from
the Usage Monitor. The main reason for repartitioning is
to improve the overall processing latency of the Workers.
Two kinds of knowledge is needed to perform an efficient
partitioning. First we require stream related information such
as: rate and volume; second we rely on Worker specific
information such as computation to communication ratio
of workers; and communications patterns between existing
Workers. It must be noted that the latter data is query
dependent. On one hand a centrality query will only affect
clustered data which is highly likely to be stored on a single
Worker in order to reduce communication costs. On the
other hand a reachability query and even a spanning tree is
most likely to affect a large number of Workers and induce
large communication overhead. The way the partitioning is
performed affects the scalability of the Workers. While the
specific partitioning and scalability algorithms are beyond
our scope we will provide some high level insight when
discussing the Worker pool.
After the new instance is created the previous one is
moved to the persistent storage. Each time a new instance
is captured it is partitioned based on historical information
from the elastic buffer and statistics from the Workers so that
that communication between workers is minimized. Workers
are redistributed by elastically scaling them according to the
new partitioning. The partitioning algorithm itself is beyond
the scope of this article.

C. Graph Instance Snapshooter

D. Query Engine

The Snapshooter is responsible for creating graph instance
snapshots continuously by updating the most recent graph
snapshot with the graph events in the buffer. The rate at

The Query Engine is handling the submitted CGQs. It acts
as the interface between the Job Scheduler and the user. The
CGQL is translated into an object model and submitted to
the Job Scheduler. In doing so the engine creates a topic
for the CGQ in the publish subscribe service and returns it

A. Stream Processors
The system accepts multiple data streams which contain
graph event information. Stream processors process these
data streams and emit low level graph events. The processing
logic can be specific to the stream that is being processed,
hence the user is allowed to implement custom transformation logic to transform and extract the graph events from
the data stream. Stream processors can act as a first level
of processing for time series data streams but this level of
analytics is out of the scope of this research. The generated
low level graph events are then directed to the Buffer
Manager where they are buffered in the in-memory event
buffer (cf. Sect. III-B).
B. Buffer Manager

1 http://www.rabbitmq.com/

to the user. Users can then subscribe to a topic to receive
CGEs produced as a results of processing the query.
E. Job Scheduler
The Job Scheduler is responsible for scheduling CGQ jobs
on the Workers. It takes a CGQ as input from the Query
Engine and sends it to each Worker based on the current
graph partitioning. As an example, the next reachability
detection query:Detect Reach(source:{interests = f oo} ,
sink:{interests = bar} ), outlines the user’s interest in how
groups with two interests are linked and how the links evolve
over time though. Will be sent to each Worker which based
on a semantic matchmaking will perform an index based
search on all vertices with an attribute interests=foo linked
through a path with vertices with attribute interests=bar. The
path in our case can be set of edges where an edge represent
a follow tweet action, a like event or a comment in a blog.
F. Worker pool
The Worker Pool consists of a Resource Manager and a set
of Workers, i.e., self-contained distributed jobs which cooperate towards performing complex real-time graph analytics.
Each worker is assigned a partition on which it performs
the analytics. It will have access to the buffer feeding its
subgraph with events, the latest instance snapshot and to
the user query. To achieve full efficiency workers are able
to scale either vertically (by allocating more resources for
the virtual machine they run on) or horizontally (replicate
themselves on another virtual machine) in case the Usage
Monitor triggers a throughput alert. The actual resource allocation and worker execution is performed by the Resource
Manager. Based on information retrieved from the Usage
Monitor, the Resource Manager handles virtual machine and
job failures, job reallocation and straggler mitigation.
Workers which detect CGEs will publish (push) that
information to the corresponding topic so that the user
wil be automatically notified on its occurance and have
access to the related information, e.g., reachability status,
cluster diameter, etc. They also report their usage statistics
like processor/memory usage, communication statistics (e.g.,
which workers it communicates with and how frequent) to
the Usage Monitor which will use them as parameters when
determining the partitioning of the next graph instance.
G. Distributed Storage
The Distributed Storage consists of two layers: an inmemory distributed shared memory and a distributed persistent graph. The former is used to store the current graph
instance and related indexes, while the latter contains all
previous graph instances. For quick access the graph components are indexed using a distributed indexing scheme.
Also some indexes are created based on most frequent user
queries.
As explained in Sect. III the user query can span a time
range, which can start before the current graph snapshot.

Older graph snapshots stored in the persistent storage are
used for detecting CGEs from a time before the current
graph instance.
V. C ONTINUOUS Q UERY L ANGUAGE
To enable CGE detection users need a language with a
wide degree of freedom in defining what they look for,
and also a mechanism that frees them from continuously
pushing for detecting new events. As seen in Sect. II query
languages have become familiar in doing graph analytics and
also time series mining. One solution may be a Continuous
Graph Query Language (CGQL) which allows users to input
a one time query and wait for CGE notifications as they are
triggered by the graph analytics requested through the query.
The CGQ will end as soon as the user will issue a canceling
query or the time frame specified in the query is reached.
A publish-subscribe approach is followed to enable this
kind of continuous push-based model. To our knowledge, no
prior work has been done on designing a continuous query
language for graphs.
A CGQ needs to allow a wide range of operations
required for performing analysis on streaming graphs:
DETECT pattern[...] [FROM start time TO (end time]
| FOR duration | SINCE duration] [WHERE optional constrains] [AS topic]
Next we discuss each of its components:
A. Query pattern
Query patterns represent graph patterns or analytics the
user is interested in. Since there can be many application
specific analytic that can be done on the graph structured
data users can plug new patterns to the system. Each custom
pattern will have its own query syntax and will extend the
default Pattern interface. A new pattern definition includes
CGE types and complex event schema for the respective
outputs. An example pattern is explained in the Sect. V-E.
When the user executes the query the system will return a
topic name to which users can subscribe in order to receive
CGEs which are detected and published by the Workers.
B. Query Duration
Optionally the query duration can be provided. By default
the life span of the query is the infinite and starts at the
moment it is submitted. The duration is defined using one
of following constructs:
•

FROM start time TO end time: defines the time span
of the query using bounds provided as Unix cron
expressions2 that denote the start and end time of the
query;

2 http://www.nncron.ru/help/EN/working/cron-format.htm

•

•

FOR duration: defines the time span of the query
using the query duration. The query will start executing
immediately and run until the duration is reached;
SINCE duration: queries for CGEs that took place in
the past.

C. Optional Constrains
A couple of optional constrains allow to further limits
on the query, e.g., edge label constrains for reachability
queries or generic constrains like a request for a time
ordered delivery of CGEs. A constrain can also contain other
queries. Finally it can contain keywords like PREDATES or
SUCCEEDS to indicate its temporal relationship to other
queries. Section VI will present a detailed example.
D. Extending the Continuous Query Language
The CGQL can be carried as a part of full time series
data processing language. Users can optionally specify the
output stream of the CGEs as a part of CGQ which can
then be used as inputs to an event stream part of a complex
event processing query. This allows users to perform broader
analytics beyond CGE detection. An concrete example will
be provided in Sect. VI.
E. Example Query
Next we provide a CGQL example based on reachability
query patterns. These can detect two types of CGEs: (1) new
reachable source sink node pairs (reachability pattern); and
(2) reachable source sink pairs that will become unreachable
(unreachability pattern).
At output the CGE contain the following information:
time stamp of the event; status (reachable or unreachable);
status vertex (ID and attributes); sink vertex (ID and attributes); and edge label constrains.
DETECT Reach(source:{name = Bob, age = 33} ,
sink:{age < 30, lives in = London}) FOR 20h WHERE
edge:{type = f ollow}
This query will continuously detect streaming graph CGEs
for 20h. The pattern it looks for is the reachability between
source nodes with attribute name=Bob and age=30, and sink
nodes with age less than 30 and lives in attribute with value
’London’. reachabilities with edges having the attribute type
value ’follow’ will be considered.
VI. M OTIVATING U SE C ASES
In this section we present two use cases from distinct
fields that fit our streaming graph model: a smart grid and
a computer network use case. Their choice aims at showing
the generality of our model for streaming graph analytics
and to prove the effectiveness of our model and architecture
by mapping the applications on them.
Smart Grid. Due to increasing demand for efficient electrical power management and conservation more and more

power grids are updated as smart grids. As a result smart
meters installed at the consumer premise communicate in
real-time with the power utility. Normally, smart meters send
out power usage information to the utility in a synchronous
manner at a predetermined time interval. This allows utilities to forecast and predict incoming power demands and
perform demand response activities in real time. Demand
response is done by either voluntary curtailment where
utility sends a curtailment request to a selected subset of
identified customers or direct load control through smart
appliances. Either way the utility should identify and predict
peak demand zones and determine based on these the subset
of customers to be select in the demand response.
Smart grids can be modeled as graphs where consumers
are represented as vertices and power connections as edges.
This is a structurally static graph where only the vertex
and edge attributes – for power consumption – change over
time as a result of the fluctuating consumption. On top of
this network we can overlay a the customer social network
where they interact via tweets, Facebook, etc. The mapping
of the social network users and the smart grid customers
is beyond our scope but we can assume the system to
be integrated in the smart grid portal to facilitate the log
in and communication with the utility. The social network
produces a fast changing SARG and a slower topological
change. Figure 5 exemplifies this type of graph with two
types of edges – for the social network and for the smart
grid topology – and two types of vertices (for the customers
and for the smart grid relay and distribution stations).
Wide Area Networks (WAN). A large scale service
provider like Google has a geographically spread WAN.
For management and security reasons this WAN is in general composed of multiple networks. Service nodes which
provide services connect to this WAN. This creates a two
layered graph with one layer being the static network topology graph and the other the service layer with a changing
topology based on the routing protocols. Depending on their
attribute values vertices can be either physical machines
or applications running on them, while edges are either
physical routes or communication routes defined by the
routing protocols. Figure 7 exemplifies this scenario.
A. Graph Pattern Detection
Areas with high demand or those which exhibit coalescent
consumption patters during a day or within a demand
response event are of particular interest to utility providers.
The emergence of these clusters; their growth beyond some
given threshold; their merging or even disappearance is of
particular interest especially if they follow a certain temporal
pattern or are connected with the social interaction between
customers. Taking in consideration a possible causality
between the social interaction and power consumption a
CGQ could search for the formation of cluster consumption
patterns preceded by several reachability events in the social

correlating this with the occurrence of other infected clusters
we can predict both the magnitude of infection and the likely
hood it will happen in a particular sub-network (cf. Fig.
7). Finally this leads to preemptive measures against viral
propagation.
B. Mapping the Use Case to the Architecture
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network of the cluster customers. We envision scenarios like
after a demand response event a cluster of customers that
have reduced their consumption influences through the social
network another cluster of high consumption (cf. Fig. 6).
This can be used to predict which group to be targeted for
the demand response event.
Similarly, for the WAN we can consider the case of a
denial of service attacks which can arise from the infected
machines in a company’s WAN. In this scenario we can
look for the occurrence of infected clusters and reachability
events from those clusters to other areas of the network. By

1) Initial Data Loading: An initial data graph which
contains the customer power grid connections and customer
specific information is bulk loaded into the system . This
initial graph instance will have customers as vertices and
power distribution connections as edges. This process is
similar for loading the WAN network structure information.
2) Stream Processing: In the smart grid scenario the
system consists of three stream processor types: one for processing the power consumption events from the customers
– which will emit graph events of attribute changes; another
for processing the social network communication/network
communication and emit graph events based on the communication between consumers/network nodes and also on
their profile updates. This includes edge change updates and
vertex attribute updates. Lastly, there is a type of stream
processor which does not accept any input stream, but
instead its task is to explore old communication links and
emit edge removal events.
The WAN scenario contains only to stream processor
types, for processing events related to package sent/receive,
and for exploring old communication links and remove
unused edges.
3) Continuous Graph Queries: For both cases we have
two CGQs where one query depends on the other: (1) a
cluster detection query which will detect cluster creations,
merging of clusters and cluster disappearances; and (2) a
reachability detection query which looks for reachability
changes between various utility clusters. Given the causality
motif only reachability events occurring after a cluster event
will be looked for. Next we focus on the smart grid use case
but a similar query can be devised for the WAN scenario.
We need to monitor reachability events between low power
consumption clusters to high power consumption clusters,
followed by the decrease in consumption of the high power
consumption cluster:
DETECT
Reach(source:{name=C1.*},
sink:{name=C2.*}) FOR 24h WHERE edge:{message}
AND DETECT Cluster( sum(node.usage) < C , diameter
< d ) FOR (24h) WHERE edge:{type = power} AS C1
AND DETECT Cluster( sum(node.usage) ≥ C , diameter
< d ) FOR (24h) WHERE edge:{type = power} AS C2;
DETECT Evolved(C2) WHERE sum(node.usage) < C
AND SUCCEEDS C2;
In the two queries Evolved, Reach and Cluster are predefined graph patterns.

4) Complex Graph Events and Analytics: In the smart
grid based usecase the system will emit two main CGEs,
namely cluster related events which emit events regarding
cluster creations, merging of clusters and cluster disappearances, and reachability events which detect rechability
changes between these clusters. An application that predicts
power utility demand and send curtailment requests can
subscribe to the these event streams by issuing CGQs to
our system. These event streams can be used to predict new
power demands.
In the WAN use case the system also triggers two CGEs,
namely cluster related events which emit events regarding
possibly infected clusters – based on their amount of communication to the servers –, and another to detect probable
reachabilities from a suspicious cluster to a healthy cluster.
By studying these events and their causal relation system
administrators can take preventive actions.
VII. F UTURE R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
To enable the proposed model and architecture we have
identified a set of research challenges that need to be addressed. They open a new range of future research directions
that will be undertaken following this paper.
Scalable Fault Tolerant Data Stream Processing. To
address the real time constraints of the streaming graph
analytic Workers need to adapt to the input rate so that
the CGEs are detected with a minimum latency from their
occurrence. For this we require an elastic platform capable of
both horizontal and vertical scaling. Both are enabled by the
elastic buffer and require an efficient partitioning of the entire graph so that inter-partitioning communication is minimized and the computational effort is balanced across nodes.
Smart state replication techniques, load balancing policies,
availability mechanisms and machine learning techniques are
required to enable a buffer based elastic forecasting approach
for scaling streaming graphs.
Incremental Distributed Graph Stream Processing Algorithms and Abstractions. Real-time analytics on streaming graphs requires incremental algorithms which process
graph updates and analyze them based on the CGQs. Some
initiatives have been taken in this area [16] [19] but none
of them are distributed or cater for our sophisticated graph
event model. These algorithms need to be executed in a
distributed manner due to time constraints and the dynamic
topology and size of the graph. None of the existing graph
processing programming abstractions provide capabilities
for distributed and fault tolerant graph stream processing.
This raises the need for a new distributed and fault tolerant
graph stream processing abstractions.
Asynchronous Execution Models. Incremental streaming graph analytics require asynchronous message passing
between the distributed Workers in order to reduce execution
time and load balance. The asynchronous model poses
additional issues than those encountered by traditional bulk

synchronous models [5] [6]. These include synchronization
between Workers, correlating the analytics rate to the buffer
update rate, detecting general execution patterns for which
this model can be optimized, etc.
Dynamic Re-Partitioning. As explained in Sect. IV the
system continuously creates graph instances. Each instance
is partitioned so it can be processed by a single machine.
Due to the dynamic nature of the graph and because of
fluctuations in input rate, volume and Worker load periodic re-assignments are needed. This raises the need for
intelligent dynamic graph partitioning algorithms. These
algorithms need to consider current load distribution, interWorker communication and behavior of the event buffer.
Even though dynamic repartitioning has been discussed
in literature [22], algorithms which consider this level of
detailed objectives and input parameters were not addressed.
Distributed Data Structures and Indexes for Time
Evolving Attributed Relational Graphs. When considering
continuous data streams we need to design scalable data
structures to handle the volume and velocity of the data.
Research such as that conducted in [14] has mainly focused
on large scale, high performance multicore machines. In
order to enable fast processing of streaming graphs fast
distributed data structures for storing the graphs and fast
distributed indexes to enable CGQs are needed.
Efficient Translation Layer between high level abstract
graph queries in CGQL and the low level graph constructs.
CGQL allows users to capture a wide range of predefined or
custom CGEs. Depending on their complexity and semantics
they require a semantic match-making layer to be translated
in specific graph elements such as vertices, edges and attributes. Domain specific ontologies need to be identified in
this direction. The layer needs to perform the translation with
minimum latency and can be incorporated in the Worker to
reduce the communication overhead.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
Due to the high velocity graph structured data streams
generated by emerging domain specific applications the big
data analytics domain experiences a shift in focus towards
streaming graph analytics. This demands faster analytic
models, architectures and algorithms which can provide
analytic results in real-time. In this paper, we position ourselves in this context and look at the possible solutions and
challenges in designing models, architecture and languages
to enable real-time streaming graph analytics. We showed
the applicability of the proposed model by presenting some
example applications and mapping them to the proposed architecture and query language. Finally we described several
research problems needed to be addressed in order to enable
this kind of model and architecture.
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